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That which the World Council is trying to make universal is impotent

to accomplish its desire. Increased prodictivity and competition are around

if free enterprise, that the man who has a particular ability has opportunity

tl make an attempt to use it and to get ±x±xx ahead if he has the ability,

unless someone else has a greater ability. And all of the nation txxx

±ix profits by it. Simply take what you have got and try to put it on a

dead level of socialistic arrangement and pretty soon you find that you have

lost not only that which would enable you to go ahead, but that which enables

you to keep where you are. Your standard of living will go down, rather

ban up.

So much for rn x2xtx±x number 2, it is importent to accomplish

its desire. 2x But now number 3, its goal is a one, which would

defeat its express purpose rather than to help it, and which is dangerous

aid harmful. Many of the books of the World Council leaders not so much in

the last year or two, since they have been criticized, but before that, have

given as their goal, they have expressed how very Christian they say is

the Marxist slogan. Of course, we don't like some of the etkoday methods,

but how gx Christian is their slogan. From every one according to his needs, /

to very one according to his ability.

Now, I submit to you, that if everyone on this earth was won to the

Gospel of Christ, if they all accepted Him as Saviour and their minds were

filled with desire to serve Him, and then He would say to each one, this

is what you need I will give it to you. This is what you are able to do,

you do it. We, I hope, would all rejoice in doing what He said. And it would

be a very beautiful arrangement. But unless you have a community entirely

made up of sanctified people, the result of it is something different. To

every man according to his need. That is yourxx need? Who knows? From

every one according to his aiax ability. What is your ability? Who knows?

Are we each one to say what we need. Are we each one to say what our

ability is. Well, that, of course, is unworkable. We would have chaos

in ten i±x minutes.
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